1996 mercury 25 hp outboard parts diagram

Serial Number Entry:. Search Videos. How would you like to compare notes, if it were possible,
on respective accomplishments on our day of reckoningas well as our wrongs? Mercury
Outboard Parts and Mercury Marine Motors are among the most popular outboard motors for
sale today. Using our simple outboard catalog parts lookup you can quickly locate the correct
OEM Parts from Mercury Marine near you. What's more convenient than using our simple
Mercury Direct Online Diagrams to shop from the convenience of your home. Simply enter the
original model or serial number assigned to your outboard motor by Mercury Marine. Mercury
uses a specific system when assigning either serial or model numbers to their Mercury
Outboard Motors, however either of these can be used to lookup OEM parts for your motor.
Mercury Marine turned 75 years old in Looking back at this exciting history, as with many
outboard companies it's roots can be traced back to its very unique founder; Carl Kiekhaefer.
Although being labeled the father of Mercury Outboards , its interesting that Kiekhaefer actually
worked as a draftsman for Evinrude outboard motors in however was fired after just 3 months
employment with Evinrude. Kiekhaefer had 3 unique qualities that made him less than the ideal
employee 1 He had a keen eye to see inherent flaws in mechanical designs, 2 He often fixated
and worked tirelessly trying to fix those flaws, 3 He couldn't stand to work alongside anyone
that didn't possess those first two qualities. The company was the failing manufacturer of the
Thor Outboard Motor. As part of the purchase Kiekhaefer inherited Thor Outboard Motors after
they were rejected from a unit order by Montgomery Ward because they simply didn't work.
Little to Carl's knowledge and his true desire to get into the Magnetic Separator business, these
outboard motors would be the predecessor to the now world famous Mercury Outboard Motors.
This was no small feat realizing Evinrude was only producing slightly more than this volume at
the time. And thus Mercury Outboards were born by Kiekhaefer and his 25 employees working
18 hours per day, 7 days a week. Call us at or send us an email at sales perfprotech. We are
open and working our normal schedule. Let us know what you think! Search Videos "It must be
awfully nice to be a writer and be privileged to point to anyone from on high and never be
pointed back at. Request More Information Name required. Email required. Message required.
Free Wiring Diagram. Collection of mercury outboard wiring diagram. A wiring diagram is a
streamlined traditional photographic depiction of an electric circuit. It reveals the parts of the
circuit as simplified shapes, as well as the power and also signal connections between the
devices. A wiring diagram typically gives details concerning the loved one placement and also
arrangement of tools and also terminals on the gadgets, to assist in building or servicing the
gadget. A pictorial diagram would certainly show a lot more detail of the physical look, whereas
a wiring diagram utilizes a more symbolic symbols to stress affiliations over physical
appearance. A wiring diagram is typically utilized to troubleshoot troubles as well as to make
sure that all the links have actually been made as well as that whatever exists. Click on the
image to enlarge, and then save it to your computer by right clicking on the image. A very first
take a look at a circuit diagram might be confusing, yet if you can read a subway map, you can
check out schematics. The purpose coincides: obtaining from factor A to point B. Literally, a
circuit is the course that permits electrical power to flow. If you know what to search for, it ll
become force of habit. While in the beginning you ll just be reviewing them, eventually you will
certainly begin producing your very own. This guide will show you a few of the typical icons
that you are certain to see in your future electric engineering job. Voltage: Determined in volts V
, voltage is the stress or pressure of power. This is typically provided by a battery such as a 9V
battery or mains electrical power, the outlets in your house run at V. Electrical outlets in various
other countries run at a various voltage, which is why you require a converter when taking a
trip. Current: Existing is the flow of electrical power, or more especially, the circulation of
electrons. It is measured in Amperes Amps , and also can only stream when a voltage supply is
attached. Resistance: Determined in Ohms R or O , resistance defines how easily electrons can
stream via a product. Materials such as gold or copper, are called conductors, as they quickly
permit flow of activity low resistance. Plastic, wood, and also air are instances of insulators,
inhibiting the movement of electrons high resistance. DC Straight Existing. DC is a constant
circulation of existing in one direction. DC could stream not simply through conductors, yet
semi-conductors, insulators, and also also a vacuum. Air Conditioner Alternating Present. In Air
Conditioner, the circulation of present periodically rotates in between two directions, typically
developing a sine wave. The regularity of Air Conditioning is measured in Hertz Hz , and is
typically 60 Hz for electrical energy in household as well as organisation purposes. Now s the
fun stuff. Completing an electrical design degree and after that getting a work in the field
indicates you will certainly see a whole lot a great deal a great deal of these schematics. It s
essential to comprehend precisely just what is going on with these. While they can and will
obtain very complex, these are just a few of the common graphics to obtain your footing on.
Whenever you identify your details field of electric engineering, you may see a lot more intricate

representations and also icons. You ll find out likewise that various countries utilize different
symbols. The engine weight is recorded at lbs. This is a 2 cylinder model. The displacement for
the pistons is The bore for this outboard is 2. This engine has power steering and a electric-type
starter. For example, if you look at your tachometer at top speed and it is not within the engine's
RPM range then that is generally not good. Be sure to do your testing under your normal
boating conditions and with a good propeller not bent, cracked, or excessively chipped.
Information on this page is provided to you as a free service of iboats. Because this information
has come from many sources we can not guarantee its accuracy. Even if this information is the
same as the original factory specs, boats are sometimes modified. Thus, for safety and other
reasons, it is a good idea to verify information here to make sure it matches up with your boat.
The iboats Outboard Motor Forums are another excellent source of information. The iboats
Forum Directory can likely help you find a lot of outboard information as it is arranged by
subject. Engine Manual: Mercury Outboard Manual Information on this page has come from
multiple third parties and can not be guaranteed to be accurate. All rights reserved. This 25
horsepower Mercury outboard, manufactured in , is a saltwater model. Mercury Outboard
Manual. Information on this page has come from multiple third parties and can not be
guaranteed to be accurate. Lower unit Mercury - Mariner outboard parts layouts for help 3.
Search by part number or description here. Click diagram for large view. Video show tools and
GLM parts required to make the repair. Mercury 2 Stroke 3. Lower unit parts layout with larger
exploded diagram and photos. Mercury parts drawing OA and up BEL. Magnum and Marathon
USA. OD and up BEL. OG and up BEL. Lightning 3 cylinder year USA. OE up. Mercury parts
drawing 25, 30, 40 and 50 hp. Lower unit exploded view with photos. OG up. OG up BEL.
Mercury outboard parts 35 to 70 hp. Exploded view parts drawing with photos for 35 to 70 hp.
Mercury parts illustrations for troubleshooting. Mercury outboard parts 40, 50, 55 and 60 hp.
Mercury outboard motor 3 cylinder hp. Mariner lower unit hp L4-V6. L4, L6 and V-6 lower
gearcase components. V hp. Mercury outboard parts , and hp. DFI 3. Mercury 4 stroke Verado
inline 6 year and up. Years and up. Verado USA. OH - OH 9. OG and up 9. OB and up BEL.
Illustration with photos 50, 55 and 60 horsepower three cylinder 2 stroke illustrations. EFI 4
cylinder 4 stroke powerhead with exploded view. OG up 30 hp. OG up 40 hp. OG up 45 hp. OG
up 50 hp. OG up V hp. OD up V hp. EFI 3. L4, L6 and V-6 lower gearcase components 75 hp.
Download Link. Mercury 2. Mercury MerCruiser 31 5. Mercury outboard motors are leading in
the industry and win almost all the speed tests, winning the hearts of water motors. Being a
leader is the philosophy of Mercury Marine. Each Mercury boat engine is a combination of
speed, power and the highest quality. Raymond Sater Monday, 15 February I recently purchased
a 9. Sandra Monday, 08 February Cold you tell me which maintenance manual to download for
my motor? Can you send me link on my mail Nikos65D gmail. Alscroggs gmail. Could you
please provide the manual for a Mercury 60 hp outboard motor. Jacky Casteel Wednesday, 03
February Harry Wednesday, 27 January Hi, Could you please provide the manual for mercury Hp
V6 black max service manual. Larry Wells Tuesday, 19 January Looking for an owners manual
or any manuals available for Mercury 50hp 4cyl 2 stroke in English. Thank you so much.
Appreciate all your help. Thank you! Aaron owens Monday, 18 January Thomasobb hotmail. Hi
do you happen to have a service manual for a mercury 90hp, 3 cyl, 2 stroke? Any help would be
greatly apretiated. Thomas obb Tuesday, 12 January Kindly help. Steven Seguro Saturday, 31
October Hello, The Russian manual was a very good start. Thank you. Do you happen to have
one that is written in English? Thanks in advance. Rodel Villaluz Wednesday, 21 October I need
service manual of mercury outboard motor from the lowest how to the highest HP. I need a
service manual of mercury from the lowest how to the highest HP. How can I get. Rich W
Tuesday, 20 October I'm looking for a service manual for a Mercury Outboard 9. Thank you in
advance. John Spindler Tuesday, 13 October I'm looking for the specs, owners manual. Is it a 2
or 4-stroke, etc Thanks, jjspin gmail. Looking for the service manual for a My email is
mehansazeh gmail. Ken Saturday, 03 October Brian Monday, 28 September Do you have one for
my application? Harvey Wednesday, 09 September DNulsen Monday, 07 September I'm looking
for a service manual on a 35hp Mercury electric start with power trim, with remote forward
controls. Serial 0B Barag Sunday, 30 August I am looking for instructions on installing a tiller
conversion kit on a , 15 hp 2 stroke Mercury outboard. Please email me at ellen gabbycrab. I am
looking for instructions on installing a tiller conversion kit on a , 15 hp 2 stroke outboard. Bill
Reagan Friday, 21 August Good morning, I am looking for a manual for a Mercury 18xd out
board. Specifically the ignition system. I have one with no spark. Thank you for your service. I
am looking for Mercury service and maintenance for 35hp 2 stroke S , electric start, tiller. Hello,
its about an outboard hp efi, modell. It has only been running hours, during 10 years. I would
preciate a maintenance and user manual Jim Thursday, 06 August Mohamad Imran Monday, 27
July Hi how are you I am imran. I am looking for Mercury service manual L6 verado please send

me. Ted C Sunday, 26 July Looking for a 18XD service manual. Please email me at marinedoc01
yahoo. Eric Gagnon Sunday, 26 July My email is ericgagnon hotmail. Julie Roy Sunday, 26 July
We have a Mercury Optimax I was able to download the manual but unable to find the
Supplement Smartcraft Operation and warning systems. Hope you are able to assist me. Kind
regards Julie Roy. Johannes O. Borge Tuesday, 21 July Hi, looking for a service manual and
parts catalog for a Mercury Force 75hp model. Thomas Tuesday, 21 July Hi, i looking for a
service and repair manual to a mercury 50 hp 2 stroke year Kathie Friday, 17 July Brady Gilmore
Friday, 10 July Chris Tuesday, 07 July Ed Phillips Monday, 29 June Looking for a service
manual for Mercury 3. Brian Yount Saturday, 27 June John Saturday, 27 June Emyr Evans
Wednesday, 24 June I'm unsure of the date of manufacture and I think the serial No JB? Any
idea were I can find an operating and service manual for this engine? Many thanks. Steve
Kenyon Saturday, 20 June I'm looking for a manual for a 4 HP 2-stroke Mercury outboard from
It's Belgian made, two cylinder, serial , although Mercury advised that I'd need to put a zero
before the serial number so, I believe it's model or Thanks, Steve. Mike Bremner Wednesday, 17
June Hi, I am looking for a service manual for an 80 hp 4 cyl 2 stroke ser I understand the model
is Saifful nasir Friday, 12 June Ronald McEwen Thursday, 28 May Good morning! Attempting to
locate an operating manual for a Mercury 6hp serial OD I recently was gifted the engine from my
grandfather. Could you please reply to me : live4fall icloud. Mike Rust Boise, ID. I am looking for
a manual for a early 80"s Merc 18hp 2 stroke , if this is notavailable i would like the 25 hp model.
Thank you tyscutler gmail. Craig Kostiuk Thursday, 30 April John Cooper Tuesday, 14 April Hi
looking for engine manual for mercruiser h. Diesel engine or other wise known Cummins
thanks. Joe Young Saturday, 11 April Pete Murray Monday, 06 April Randy Tuesday, 31 March
Could you help me with finding a manual for Mercury xs please. Norbert Geniec, Jr. Sunday, 22
March Jim Settles Sunday, 22 March Lost my owner manual for my 15hp 4 stroke outboard. I
can't seem to come up with one online. Would even download a PDF file of it, if I could find that.
Do you mail manuals? Eddie Lamm Saturday, 14 March I lost my new Mercury 20 hp 4 stroke
manual. That would be awesome if I could get it sent to me. Michael Karschney Thursday, 12
March HI I am looking for a manual for a Mercury blackmax outboard serial number A my email
is mkarschney gmail. Oscar Alzari Saturday, 29 February Busco Manual del propietario del
motor entro borda 3. Bruce Sorensen Sunday, 23 February Harvey Kail Wednesday, 05 February
I'm looking for the owner's manual for a l two stroke Mercury 6. This is the model with the gear
shift combined with the throttle. Patrick Zoch Tuesday, 28 January My email is pzoch yahoo. Hi i
am looking for a manual for my Mercury black max - B Can you help please? My email robert
icwatts. Rodney Baker Thursday, 23 January Bruce Cain Wednesday, 08 January My email is
becain56 gmail. Julian Dombi Tuesday, 31 December Can you send me please the Manual PDF
for this unit. Hugo Alberto Thursday, 19 December Hazem Yacout Friday, 29 November I would
like to have mercury XR4 repair manual if you have it please, my email is hazem. Raul Gonzalez
Vener Friday, 22 November Chris kelley Sunday, 17 November Hello I'm looking for a parts
manual so I can take my motor apart or start replacing its components I have a 2 stroke v sn is
0a Denis luck Tuesday, 05 November I am looking for a service maual download for a 50hp
mariner 3 cyl 2 stroke motor please. I am looking to obtain the owners manual and service
manual for a 2 stroke 9. The Serial 0G Regards Bill. Steve Lindgren Thursday, 26 September
Jeffrey Griffin Sunday, 15 September I am looking to obtain the owners manual and service
manual for a Mercury outboard. The Serial 0D Regards Jeffrey. Maria Young Thursday, 15
August Looking for a service manual for a Mercury Offshore Edition 2 stroke. Tovar yahoo. Jim
Cox Sunday, 04 August Looking for a service manual for a Merc HP V6. Doesn't seem to be on
the list of supported outboards. Mathieu Boulianne Tuesday, 23 July Hi there. Francis Coppage
Wednesday, 17 July Francis Coppage fcoppage clutions. I need to user manual in FRENCH
please baught mercury 5hp outboard 4 stroke motor for my husband who only reads in french.
Bianca Friday, 05 July Is there a way to get manual in French? David Kurowski Wednesday, 03
July I need an owners manual for a 3. Sean Ruby Tuesday, 02 July Ed Webb Saturday, 22 June I
need an owner's manual showing how to start, operate and maintain my Mercury Outboard,
serial number OR I find service manuals, which i don't need. Please let me know if you can
guide me regarding this. Ed Webb webbge1 yahoo. Motors Boats. Mercury Outboards Parts
Manual. Comments: Connect to Facebook. Use quick search! Contact us. JavaScript seems to
be disabled in your browser. You must have JavaScript enabled in your browser to utilize the
functionality of this website. View as: Grid List. Remote Control Box. Engines For Boats. Plastic
Boat Gas Tank. Portable Boat Gas Tank. Crestliner Decals. Lund Boat Decals. Bayliner Capri
Bluewater Breeze Bluewater Monte Carlo Cajun Bass Boat Celebrity 21' Cuddy Cabin Chris Craft
Classic Boat Cobalt Boat Continental Mark II Donzi R17 Euroline Executive Playmate Four
Winns Horizon Invader Bravo Glastron SX Johnson Caprice Maxum XR Regal Majestic Regal
Valanti Reinell CSF Rinker V Sea Sprite Mark II Stratos XL Electrical Accessories. Shore Power.

Liquid Gaskets. Marine Fuel Additives. Gauge Accessories. Sending Units. VHF Radios. Inboard
Starters. Spark Plug Wires. Key Floats. Kids Life Vests. Pet Life Jackets. Fuel Sending Units.
Fuel Tanks. Fuel Tank Accessories. Boat Cabin Accessories. Boat Drink Holders. Marine
Lumber. Deck Plates. Hatch Lids Lifts. Navigation Lights. Anchor Line. Anchor Winches. Boat
Anchors. Dock Line. Dock Products. Fender Line. Protective Cases. Tow Rope. Water Skis. Prop
Nut Kits. Prop Wrenches. Boat Bilge Pumps. Cooling Pumps. Livewell Parts. Marine Plumbing
Fittings. Marine Toilets. Sanitation Supplies. Boat Seat Accessories. Marine Tables. Posts Poles
Pedestals. Seats Pedestal Mounted. Marine Boat Manuals. Motor Carriers. Replacement Keys.
Motor Brackets. Steering Cables. Steering Cylinders. Steering Systems. Steering Wheels. Boat
Cover Accessories. Boat Cover Support. Pontoon Boat Covers. Boat Trailer Hardware. Boat
Trailer Jacks. Tie Downs. Trailer Fenders. Control Cables. Replacement Control Boxes. Bracket
Mount Bases. Minn Kota Prop. MotorGuide Prop. Rod Holders. Trolling Accessories. Jet ski
parts. Evinrude Outboard Evinrude Control Box. Evinrude Cooling. Evinrude Cowling. Evinrude
Electrical. Evinrude Fuel System. Evinrude Ignition. Evinrude Internal Engine Parts. Evinrude
Power Head. Evinrude Starter System. Evinrude Models 3 Cyl Evinrude. Force Outboard
Controls. Force Outboard Cooling. Force Outboard Cowling. Force Outboard Fuel System.
Force Outboard Ignition. Force Outboard Internal Engine. Force Outboard Lower Unit. Force
Outboard Midsection. Honda Outboard Lower Unit. Powerhead And Engine. Cooling Impeller
Pump. Tiller Handles. Remote Control. Shop Repair Manual. Johnson Outboard Johnson
Powerhead. Controls Johnson. Cooling System Johnson. Pull Starter Johnson. Mercury
Outboard Remote Controls Mercury. Cooling Impeller Pump Mercury. Yamaha Outboard Shop
Repair Manual. Yamaha Outboard Lower Unit. Outboard Cowling. Clinton, Eska, Tecumseh,
Sears. Outboard Repair Manuals. Pontoon Boat Stuff. Propeller SALE!! Prop Finder by Model.
Prop Hub Kits. Props for Honda 4. Bravo II Props. Bravo III Props. Props For Mercury Hp 8 Tooth
Props for Suzuki 9. Volvo Dual Props. Aquamatic Long Hub. Props for Yamaha 2. Side Wall
Panels. Back To Back Boat Seats. Boat Seat Cushions. Captains Chair. Cobra By Model Cobra
2. Controls For Cobra. Electrical Cobra. Engines Motors Cobra. Fuel System Cobra. Force
L-Drive Parts. Engine Parts Mercruiser. Engines Mercruiser. Mercruiser Upper Unit. Mercruiser
Control Box. Mercruiser 3. Mercruiser Mercruiser 4. Mercruiser V8 Ford. Mercruiser Ford.
Mercruiser 5. Mercruiser V8 MAG. Controls for OMC. Electrical OMC Stringer. Engines Motors
OMC. Intermediate Housing. Steering OMC Stringer. Chevy V8 OMC. Electrical Volvo. Fuel
System Volvo. Steering Volvo. Volvo by Model 3. Stern Drive Repair Manuals. Teak Wood Boat
Parts. Tandem Boat Trailer. Boat Trailer Rollers. Curved Glass Windshields. Plexiglass Boat
Windshield. Oversized Boating Items. Service Tools. Bayliner Remote Controls. Bayliner
Steering System. Bayliner Swim Platforms. Front Bayliner Windshield Window. Side Bayliner
Windshield Windows. View Details. Remote Controls Mercury. Mercury Cowl Parts. Complete
Lower Unit Mercury. Forums New posts Search forums. What's new New posts New media New
resources Latest activity. Media New media New comments Search media. Resources Latest
reviews Search resources. Members Current visitors. Log in Register. Search titles only. Search
Advanced searchâ€¦. New posts. Search forums. Log in. Install the app. For a better experience,
please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. You are using an out of date
browser. It may not display this or other websites correctly. You should upgrade or use an
alternative browser. Are wiring diagrams for 25HP Mercury available on line? Thread starter
caldond msn. Joined Aug 3, Messages 9. Does anybody know if there is a site on line that I can
get a wiring diagram for my Mercury 25XD outboard motor? Actually, this is Mrs. So he doesn't
want to order a manual, he wants to find something that he can look at now. Joined Mar 25,
Messages 8, Re: Are wiring diagrams for 25HP Mercury available on line? I wish I had a manual
for every time this question popped-up I'd have all of them. Something about copywrights and
pattent info. But there are some parts breakdowns, as listed in parts manuals. Thanks for your
input. I went to the website address posted for you so I could talk directly with you but it
wouldn't let me in; perhaps a private site? Bear Lieutenant Commander. Joined Mar 1,
Messages 1, Joined Aug 2, Messages 6. Joined Aug 30, Messages 1. Don't know where the "tan"
colored wire goes. Any help? You must log in or register to reply here. Mercury has an
extensive network of factory-trained dealers to help answer any parts-related questions you
may have. Click here to find your local authorized Mercury Marine dealer. For Mercury
outboards, the serial number label is located on the transom bracket. We don't just make the
best marine products in the world. Please consider upgrading to a more up-to-date browser.
The most popular browsers are Chrome , Edge , and Safari. Upgrading to the latest version of
one of these will make the web safer, faster, and better looking. This website uses cookies to
enhance and improve your browsing experience. By closing this message, I acknowledge and
accept the Terms of Use, the Privacy Policy and the Cookie Policy, and agree that my
information may be transferred to the U. Sign Up. Launch Parts Catalog. Where's My Serial

Number. Home Mercury Parts Catalog. Sign up to receive the latest tips, promotions and news
from Mercury. Sign Up For Email Enter your email address to receive the latest tips, promotions
and news from Mercury. Continue without updating not recommended. Skip to main content of
over 2, results for "Mercury outboard parts". Skip to main search results. Eligible for Free
Shipping. Customer Review. From Our Brands. Packaging Option. Amazon Global Store. Price
and other details may vary based on size and color. Get it as soon as Thu, Feb Amazon's
Choice Highly rated and well-priced products. FREE Shipping. SE Sport Hydrofoil, fits 35 hp - hp
engines. Get it as soon as Fri, Feb Only 6 left in stock - order soon. A Lifting Adapter for
Mercury Verado. Get it as soon as Tue, Mar 2. N
480v to 120v transformer wiring diagram
2006 kia spectra hatchback
parts of a tree trunk diagram
eed help? Visit the help section or contact us. Go back to filtering menu. There's a problem
loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon
Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for
shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription
Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

